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Odile Eisenstein Seminar
Title: Computational studies of heteroorganometallic
chemistry: heavy atom makes a difference
Date: Friday 30 January
Time: 1pm—2pm
Location: A122
UCAS Days
Date: 2, 3, 10, 16, 17, 19, 24 February
Time: 12.30pm—4pm
Susan Quinn, McCamley Award Lecture
Title: Ultrafast Vibrational Spectroscopy of DNA
Excited States
Date: Wednesday 4 February
Time: Part of program of talks from 1pm—6pm
Location: A101
Craig Butts Seminar
Title: Improving NMR methods for determining
molecular structure, conformation and dynamics in
solution - Faster! Stronger! Better?
Date: Monday 9 February
Time: 4pm
Location: A122
Organic Seminar
Date: Wednesday 18 February
Time: 2.30pm—5.30pm
Location: A122
Bruker Poster Competition for 3rd Year PhD
Students
Date: Wednesday 18 March
Further details to be confirmed, but if any member of
staff would like to be on the judging panel, please
email chemgrad@york.ac.uk

‘A Mixed Day’ by Emma Dux

Date of Next Issue: 27th February 2015

New EPSRC Grant for Organic Synthesis

EPSRC approval has just been received for a project entitled “Catalytic Asymmetric Dearomative
Spirocyclisations” to apply novel chemistry developed by Richard Taylor and Will Unsworth. The
funding, which starts on July 1st 2015, is for a postdoctoral researcher and research items for a 3
year period (EP/M018601/1, total value £425,052).
This project is concerned with the development of original synthetic routes to prepare complex 3D
architectures, particularly spirocyclic compounds.

These novel structures will be evaluated as

innovative scaffolds for the discovery of lead compounds in healthcare and agrochemical
programmes. The synthetic cornerstone of this proposal is a diversity-oriented strategy for the
preparation of novel 3D scaffolds from simple, aromatic precursors. This approach, which has been
validated in preliminary studies and shown to amenable to enantioselective modification, is shown in
diagrammatic form below:
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Full Ozone Report Out Now
Scientific Assessment of Ozone Depletion: 2014
Read the Full Report at:
http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/arep/gaw/ozone_2014/full_report_TOC.html

Keisuke Tomono Presents at the Tokyo Institute of Technology
Green Chemistry PhD student, Keisuke Tomono, gave an oral presentation at the DOS (Digital
Olfaction Society) 2014 2nd World Congress at the Tokyo Institute of Technology on 8-9th December
2014. The concept of the conference was to create devices which can capture odours, turning them
into digital data so as to transmit them everywhere in the world. Keisuke has researched the use of
Starbon Technology as a carrier to capture odours, extending the applications to human senses of
smell, taste and vision. He presented how favourably Starbon was able to capture, retain and
release odours using the combined technique with solid phase extraction, followed by organoleptic
analysis with NIRS on human subjects.

Suggestion Box
Reminder: there is a Suggestion Box located next to the pigeon holes in the
foyer of A Block and one outside Room K167 for YSBL staff. Suggestions from
staff are most welcome. All suggestions are discussed at the departmental
communications meeting.
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Beer and Bread Yeast-Eating Bacteria Aid Human Health

Bacteria that have evolved to eat their way through yeast in the human gut could inform the
development of new treatments for people suffering from bowel diseases, according to new research
involving scientists at the University of York.
The study, led by Newcastle University and the University of Michigan, shows how microbes in our
digestive tract have learned to unravel the difficult to break down complex carbohydrates that make
up the yeast cell wall.
Evolving over the 7,000 years humans have consumed fermented food and drink, the ability of
strains of Bacteroides thetaiotomicron (Bt) to degrade yeasts is almost exclusively found in the
human gut.
Published today in Nature, the international research team, which also included scientists from
Australia, Canada, USA and Belgium, say the discovery of this process could accelerate the
development of prebiotic medicines to help people suffering from bowel problems and autoimmune
diseases.
The study, led by Professor Harry Gilbert at Newcastle University, Professor Eric Martens, of the
University of Michigan, and Dr Wade Abbott of Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, has identified the
complex machinery that targets yeast carbohydrates.
This has provided a better understanding of how our unique intestinal soup of bacteria - termed the
microbiome - has the capacity to obtain nutrients from our highly varied diet.
Professor Gideon Davies, of York Structural Biology Laboratory in the Department of Chemistry at
York, who contributed to the work, said: “The ability of Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron to degrade
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yeast cell wall components may be of importance in fighting off yeast infections and in autoimmune
diseases such as Crohn’s disease."
“People are very interested in developing dietary regimes where good bacteria are of benefit,”
explained Professor Gilbert.
“When you have certain bacteria dominant in the gut these microorganisms can produce molecules
which have health promoting effects.
“There’s a lot of interest in developing prebiotics. The more you understand about how complex
glycans are degraded the more you can think about developing sophisticated prebiotics that target
the growth of specific beneficial bacteria.”
The research has unraveled the mechanism by which Bt, a dominant member of the human
microbiome, has learned to feast upon difficult to break down complex carbohydrates called yeast
mannans.
Mannans, derived from the yeast cell wall, are a component in our diet from fermented foods
including bread, beer, wine and soy sauce.
It is hoped the research could aid a better understanding of how to provide nutrients to specific
organisms in the microbiome. Indeed, given that Bt has been granted Orphan Designation by the
FDA for Paediatric Crohn’s Disease (ThetanixTM), yeast mannan may have health promoting effects
on the microbiome by stimulating the growth of Bt.
Professor Spencer Williams, of the University of Melbourne, who also contributed to the research
added: “Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron is an important part of our microbiota, the community of
bacteria that live within us.
“By consuming carbohydrates that we can’t, which they convert to short-chain fatty acids that they
secrete into our distal gut, these bacteria establish a symbiosis that nourishes the cells that line our
gut wall and provide important immune signals that establish a healthy immune response.”
The research team consisted of: The Institute for Cell and Molecular Biosciences at Newcastle
University, the Complex Carbohydrate Research Centre at the University of Georgia, the
Department of Microbiology and Immunology at the University of Michigan Medical School, the
Department of Chemistry at the University of York, the School of Chemistry and Bio21 Molecular
Science and Biotechnology Institute at the University of Melbourne, the Department of
Pharmaceutical Chemistry at the University of Kansas School of Pharmacy, Oxyrane, Ghent,
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Biochemistry and Microbiology, University of Victoria, Canada
and the USDA, Agricultural Research Service, National Laboratory for Agriculture and the
Environment, Iowa.
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Professor Dave Smith News
Professor Dave Smith recently wrote a thought-provoking 'Endpoint'
article for Education in Chemistry on the subject 'What do we Want
our Students to Be?'. He focussed on the importance of students
changing from being consumers of education into creators of new
knowledge,
knowledge,

and
such

developing
as

skills

alongside

scientific

literacy,

their

chemical

team-working,

communication, problem solving, research and creativity. He
highlighted much of the best practice from York, in which over their
degrees, all of our undergraduate students progress through a structured package of skills exercises
in which they demonstrate their ability to apply and use and apply their chemical knowledge as well
as developing innovative solutions to real-world research problems. This article gained a lot of
attention, generating lots of discussion, and has been liked and shared on social media well over
1000 times - a record for the magazine. The article can be found at the following link:
http://www.rsc.org/eic/2014/11/science-students-consumers-creators
Dave was also recently interviewed for Science Magazine about his career so far, and in particular
focussing on how his own life experiences have gone on to influence and inform his research
interests. You can read the full interview - Life Inspires Clinical Applications - at the following link:
http://sciencecareers.sciencemag.org/career_magazine/previous_issues/articles/2014_10_07/
caredit.a1400247

Chemical InterActions Smartphone Quiz
Around 50 staff and students from the Department of
Chemistry took part in the Chemical InterActions second
Smartphone quiz on Thursday, 22nd January. Alan
Leach

of the Speedquizzing company did another

excellent job as the Quiz Master. Nobody was surprised
when ‘Kanye Western Blot’ were announced the winners
of the night, getting an astonishing number of questions right at lightning fast speed. They took
home a bottle of wine and a 6 pack of Budweiser as their prize.
Interested in helping out with Chemical InterActions or have any idea for an event?
Email: chemical-interactions-group@york.ac.uk or see www.facebook.com/ChemInteractions
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Another Year and Another Country (Or Three)
Professor North has had a busy 2015 so far. In the first week in January he flew to India and after
spending a few days in Mumbai, travelled to Bhavnagar to give an invited lecture at the 22 nd National
Symposium on Catalysis. The main lectures for this conference were delivered in a marquee in the
grounds of the National Salt and Marine Chemicals Research Institute. This was Professor North’s
first trip to India and by spending time in two very different regions, he experienced a wide range of
Indian culture.

In the second week in January, Professor North returned to the UK and travelled to Scotland to give
one of his green chemistry award lectures at the University of St. Andrews. The following week he
visited Cardiff to give his final green chemistry award lectures at the University of Wales, Cardiff.

Clarke Group News
The Clarke group welcomed the arrival of a new postdoc, Dr. Ian
George. Ian obtained his PhD from the University of Nottingham
in the group of Prof. Chris Moody. Ian joined the Clarke group on
5th Jan and is working on the EPSRC funded project "A New
Front in the War on Superbugs: Synthetic and Biological Studies
on the Potent Antibiotic Anthracimycin"
The Clarke group attended Sheffield Stereochemistry Conference on 13th Jan. The conference was
well attended by over 250 researchers from the local area.
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York Scientists Shed Further New Light on Biomass
Scientists at the University of York are part of a
research team which has found that a recently
discovered family of enzymes can degrade
resistant forms of starch.
Earlier research established that the enzymes –
lytic polysaccharide monooxygenases (LPMOs)
– are able to degrade hard-to-digest biomass
into its constituent sugars.
But the enzymes -- which are secreted by both fungi and bacteria – have now also been shown to
have the ability to ‘chip away’ at other intractable materials such as resistant forms of starch.
Starch is a polysaccharide that is highly prevalent in
both food and plants. Determining the way it is broken
down by an LPMO now offers potential for utilising this
starch in new ways, potentially including the production
of biofuels.
An international team of researchers, led by Professor
Paul Walton and Professor Gideon Davies of the
Department of Chemistry at York, carried out the research which is published in Nature
Communications.
The team – which also included scientists from France (CNRS Marseille), Denmark (University of
Copenhagen) and the UK (University of Cambridge) – undertook a detailed investigation of a new
class of LPMO enzymes use oxygen from the air to initiate a highly reactive oxidation process that
allows a resistant form of starch to be broken down. The researchers used a range of analytical
techniques to investigate the characteristics of the enzymes.
The continuing York research into LPMOs, which is led by Professor Walton and Professor Davies,
is part of Critical Enzymes for Sustainable Biofuels from Cellulose (CESBIC), a collaborative project
funded by the European Research Area Industrial Biotechnology network (ERA-IB).
Professor Walton said: “The ability of this class of enzymes to degrade a normally resistant form of
starch offers the potential to valorize this important material. Discovering the characteristics of these
enzymes will help to extend the use of starch.”
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Prof. James Clark and Dr Avtar Matharu in Sri Lanka and India
Professor James Clark and Dr Avtar Matharu
ran a one day workshop on Green Chemistry
as part of a World Bank sponsored initiative
at Sabaragamuwa University in Sri Lanka on
Higher Education for the 21st Century. The
workshop was attended by an enthusiastic
group of students and staff from

different

backgrounds

different

and

working

in

departments including natural resources and
applied sciences. Sabaragamuwa University
already has an innovative cross-course
module on Clean Processing and will soon have another on Toxicology. We will work with them to
help them set up another module on Green Chemistry.
Sri Lanka is a very beautiful island and while we didn't have time to play tourist, the 5 hour drives
between the airport and the University gave us good opportunity to see something of the island,
especially in the mountainous region about 200 km from Columbo.
From there, Avtar and James moved to India where Avtar gave the opening Plenary lecture and
James gave the inaugural lecture at the 5th Asia-Oceania Conference on Green and Sustainable
Chemistry in New Delhi where Avtar also gave another Plenary lecture .
Photos show the view from the University and Avtar’s new open plan office in Sri Lanka.
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CCP4 Study Weekend, A Meeting in Reciprocal Space
Taking place just after New Year, the CCP4 Study Weekend (SW) is probably the earliest fixture in
the scientific calendar. The name does little to convey the true essence of the event: first, it is not
really about CCP4 (Collaborative Computational Project 4, a suite of programs that allows
researchers to determine macromolecular structures by X-ray crystallography), but mostly about the
collaborative spirit underpinning this long-running venture. Second, it is unlikely to happen during a
weekend (5 versus 2, just do the maths), although you get to do things you would do in a weekend,
like dancing or meeting up with friends. And last, it is not really about studying, but expanding your
mind. Chances are you will end up studying a lot after the meeting anyway, but that is just a logical
consequence from catching up with the latest software. Therefore, we could conclude that the name
only makes 100% sense in reciprocal space, a formulation with which X-ray crystallographers are
totally comfortable.
X-rays have a convenient wavelength for studying the atomic structure of macromolecules, but we
cannot use a lens to re-focus a diffraction pattern in the same way electron microscopists do.
Instead, we record the diffraction intensities and rely on a combination of experimental and
computational methods to obtain the most probable phases. The topic of this year’s SW was
precisely that - Advances in experimental phasing - and the programme depicted the full range of
options available between the experiments and the computations.
This year’s meeting (7-9 January) saw about 400 delegates packed into the East Midlands
Conference Centre in Nottingham, a modern building that provides lots of Swiss coffee machines,
free fruit and last but not least, a large and well-equipped hall where the main talks take place. The
first session offered four talks on the newest developments included in the CCP4 suite, plus a more
general introduction. Then the main programme kicked off, with a short introductory talk leading
each thematic session. At the end of the first day was the event dinner, followed by a ceilidh to
stimulate the creation of new bonds between crystallographers.
York Structural Biology Laboratory (YSBL) has sustained over the years a wide stream of
contributions to the SW: from organisation of the conference itself to presenting new software and
methods. This year, two out of the four new software presentations were from YSBL: Privateer, by
Jon Agirre - software for the detection, building and validation of carbohydrates - and CCP4i2, by Liz
Potterton, a YSBL veteran who also developed CCP4i, the graphical interface most users of the
suite benefit from these days. CCP4i2 is intended to revolutionise the way scientific software
interacts, with plenty of facilities for combining existing methods into pipelines, only limited by the
scientist’s creativity. The initial developments based on the interface also show powerful
improvements over the original interface in terms of usability.
A number of current YSBL programs were also demoed in the additional “lunchtime bytes” talks; to
1

the space in which the Fourier transform of a spatial function is represented
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name but a few: Parrot, Nautilus and Buccaneer (phase improvement and model building) by Kevin
Cowtan, CCP4i2 and CCP4mg (molecular graphics) by Liz Potterton and Stuart McNicholas and
Privateer, by Jon Agirre.

Jon Agirre and Liz Potterton giving talks on their software at the CCP4SW
Collaboration and collegiality are the key points arising from the comments of YSBL members
who attended the CCP4 study weekend. The event annually leaves YSBL resembling the Marie
Celeste immediately after the holidays, and this year about a third of the lab abandoned York in
favour of Nottingham. Our attendees ranged from professors to undergraduate project students, and
everyone seems to have valued the scientific content, and the social/networking aspects, but also
the way the two flow together by way of real in-depth sharing of methods and problems. Glyn
Hemsworth, PDRA, “particularly enjoyed the sessions this year with real case studies of the ways in
which people had solved difficult low resolution structures by various methods.” Christian Roth
(PDRA) backed this up: “a lot of anecdotal knowledge was presented which could help in specific
cases or give new ideas to tackle a specific problem”.
But best of all, it’s a novel way of tackling the January blues… another YSBL postdoc, Huw Jenkins,
described the weekend as “a good opportunity to start the year feeling inspired”, and Sherry Chan
(PhD student) said, “As a beginner, the meeting provided an inspirational introduction to a wide
range of advanced crystallographic techniques”. Christian Roth pinpointed another element of the
‘feelgood factor’: “It was impressive to see the huge contribution of my colleagues towards the
improvement and development of new programs for CCP4, which makes such an impact in the
crystallographic community.”

Kevin Cowtan and Stuart McNicholas presenting their work
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Graduation
The Chemistry Graduation ceremony took place on Saturday 24 th January followed by a drinks
reception in the Department. Graduates and their guests joined staff for drinks to celebrate their
achievements. This ceremony was particularly special for Chemistry as Professor Robin Perutz also
presented an Honorary Doctorate to one of his collaborators, Professor Odile Eisenstein from
Université Montpellier 2.
Congratulations to all the students who graduated.
PhD in Chemistry – attending

PhD in Chemistry – in absentia

Katrina Bakker
Christopher Carrick
James Firth
Giacomo Gelardi
Kimberley Green
Kirsty High
Kate Horner
Peter Hurst
Chantel Jensen-Loughrey
Tiantian Ma
Linda McAllister
Daniel Raines
Elizabeth Smith
Jonathan Ward

Laura Manicassamy
Kazim Naqvi
Jennifer Timm

MSc by Research

MSc by Research – in absentia

Ranbir Mannu

Ankita Bagaria
James Robinson

MSc Green Chemistry and SIT – attending

MSc Green Chemistry and SIT – in absentia

He He
Alexandra Hicken
Dimitra Karamani
Kavalee Leekijwatana
Stiofán McFadden
Tabitha Petchey

Nan Jia
Cheng-Yu Tsai
Tianya Wu
Yixin Zhou

BSc Chemistry – attending

BSc – in absentia

Emma Brown
Michael Everard
Emma Thimbleby

Synve Taxt Mage

MChem – Chemistry
Stephen Desmond
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Safety Matters

Being Prepared: Defibrillator in Chemistry

A cardiac arrest happens when your heart stops pumping blood around your body. Each year in
England the emergency services attempt to resuscitate 28,000 cases of cardiac arrest that occur
outside hospitals. When someone has a cardiac arrest, every minute without cardiopulmonary
resuscitation (CPR) and defibrillation reduces their chances of survival by 7–10 per cent.
Approximately 80 % of out-of-hospital cardiac arrests occur at home, but 20% happen outside the
home - to help improve the chances of survival if one were to occur here, the Department of
Chemistry has acquired a public access defibrillator.
How to increase chances of survival of cardiac arrests
Countries with the highest rates of out-of-hospital cardiac arrest survival are those which have
strengthened all four links in the chain of survival:

It has been found that a person is most likely to survive an out-of-hospital cardiac arrest if:


Their cardiac arrest is either witnessed by a bystander or the victim is discovered immediately
after collapsing



The bystander calls the emergency medical services immediately



The bystander delivers effective cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) without delay



There is a defibrillator close by which another bystander can fetch



The bystanders use the Defibrillator without delay

CPR means


chest compression (pumping the heart by external cardiac massage), to keep blood circulation
going until the ambulance arrives and



rescue breathing (inflating the lungs by using mouth-to-mouth resuscitation).

Remember - even if you haven't been trained in CPR with rescue breathing, you can still use handsonly CPR (see across).
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Hands-only CPR
Some people, such as first aiders, are trained

What to do if you see someone collapse in
Chemistry

how to deliver ‘rescue breaths’ (mouth-to-mouth



Check for any dangers to yourself


ventilation), and doing this in addition to chest
compressions remains the recommended



Shout for help and, if safe to do so, check
to see if the collapsed person responds to
being shaken (by the shoulder) and is
breathing normally (see Vinnie Jones
YouTube clip across)



If not, call for ambulance immediately, via
University Security, on 3333

treatment for a first response to cardiac arrest.
However, if you do not know how to deliver
rescue breaths, it is better to deliver ‘handsonly CPR’ (i.e. chest compressions)
immediately and without interruption, rather
than doing nothing or attempting ‘rescue
breathing’ ineffectively.

Never put yourself at risk



or 999 if outside University



Call for Defibrillator



Call for First Aiders to attend


First aiders can deliver mouth-tomouth ventilation and can also use
oxygen therapy



Start CPR without delay



Use the Defibrillator without delay when it
arrives


If there is no-one in vicinity to help,
your priorities are: call 3333, get &
use defibrillator with CPR

Vinnie Jones fronted a British Heart Foundation
campaign from 2011 urging more people to carry
out CPR, showing how hard and fast Hands-only
CPR to Stayin' Alive by the Bee Gees can help
save the life of someone in cardiac arrest.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ILxjxfB4zNk

Further Info:

Defibrillator in Chemistry

Designed to be used by
untrained member of public

In cabinet behind Reception Desk in ABlock Foyer

Opening box activates the defibrillator,
which will then talk you through what to do

5 minute how to use demo on YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=0oqEuTHtrwQ

Out-of-Hospital Cardiac Arrest info from Resuscitation Council UK & British Heart Foundation
https://www.bhf.org.uk/~/media/files/publications/ohca-consensus-paper.pdf
British Heart Foundation info on Cardiac Arrest
https://www.bhf.org.uk/heart-health/conditions/cardiac-arrest
BHF Pocket CPR phone app
https://www.bhf.org.uk/heart-health/nation-of-lifesavers/hands-only-cpr/cpr-app
Moray Stark

chem-safety@york.ac.uk
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Remembering John Garratt and Graham Doggett
(Compiled by Bruce Gilbert, Rod Hubbard and Martin Cockett)
The death of two former members of staff in the Department – John Garratt and Graham Doggett –
were reported in early January. We will come to some of their personal qualities later, but it is an
important reminder for us all of how distinctive, even unique, the Chemistry Department at York was
in the early years. York was one of the first Departments which broke down the conventional
divisions between inorganic, organic and physical chemistry which dominated the subject for much
of the 20th century. Staff were also appointed at the edges of (and in John's case beyond) the
conventional boundaries of the subject to provide a broad base for teaching and research. This inter
- and multi- disciplinary character (which is now sought in most Departments) has always been a
central theme and strength for Chemistry at York.

Let us first remember Graham Doggett
Graham was an undergraduate at UCL during the era of
Ingold, Hughes and Nyholm, with David Craig in charge of
Theoretical Chemistry at the time. After graduating, Graham
stayed at UCL to do his Ph. D. under David Craig in quantum
chemistry. Graham’s first academic position was at the
University of Glasgow where he and Mark Child taught
theoretical chemistry together until Mark moved to Oxford.
Graham came to York in 1970 bringing with him as a graduate
student Roger Amos who obtained his D.Phil. at York before
moving on to join Nick Handy's group in Cambridge.
Graham’s arrival at York coincided with the departure of Md.
Asgar Ali, who had delivered the teaching of mathematics and theoretical chemistry to York
undergraduate students with Brian Sutcliffe since 1966. Graham was attracted to York, in part,
because of the opportunity to teach maths as well as theoretical chemistry. He believed that a good
grounding in maths was vital to a sound understanding of chemistry but was dissatisfied with the
approach taken by pure mathematicians in the delivery of maths teaching to chemists. He was
convinced it could be done better. It was in this role that Graham initially made his mark as a very
welcome addition to the academic staff at York. Brian Sutcliffe “blessed whoever had been on the
interviewing panel for choosing him”. Both Brian and Graham would have loved additionally to have
got their hands on the Group Theory course but that was snaffled by the inorganic chemists, who
retain control to the present day!
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Graham was also a very strong advocate of the idea of individual student tuition and supervision,
something which had been absent from the Glasgow course. He recognised, of course, that such an
approach was much more demanding of his time than had been the case at Glasgow but he
welcomed it and engaged with it.
Graham's research interest was in valence bond (VB) theory, an area that was not especially trendy
with only Graham and Joe Gerratt at Bristol persisting in research in that area in the UK. Graham’s
unique contribution at the time and since then was in devising strategies to overcome some of the
very considerable technical problems that existed in attempting to perform calculations using VB
methods. Latterly his work focussed on the application of spin-coupled valence bond theory to
electronic resonance states and in particular on the development, with Fred Manby, his last Ph.D.
student, of an alternative formulation of the theory.
Graham took on many administrative roles throughout his time in the Department, arguably the most
taxing being our Chair of the Board of Studies (effectively, Head of Teaching) for four years from
1989 during which he successfully piloted through many changes without pain or rancour because of
the care he took in preparation of meetings. He took an active part in the life of his college (Alcuin)
and always took the greatest care of his students. But perhaps his greatest contribution that he
made (and perhaps he would like to be most remembered for this) was in the teaching of
mathematics where he managed to convince even the most mathematically blind, that they too could
solve problems in chemistry that needed mathematical skills. Now that is a legacy.
David Waddington, who was Head of Department during Graham’s period as Chair of the Board of
Studies writes:
If our Universities still find room for men and women with the same pure scholarship, a passion for
teaching and a regard for their students, as Graham, then we can still be proud of them.
Graham and Brian Sutcliffe were a formidable pair looking after our theoretical chemistry and
mathematics courses and research for more than 30 years, so contrasting, Brian fizzing and
ebullient and Graham outwardly much more deliberate, yet obviously appreciating each other’s
strengths and providing a fine example to us all of a team.
Graham in every way made a towering contribution to the Department. It was done in such an
undemonstrative way that it was easy to underestimate it. Whether as a member, the Secretary or
Chairman of the Board of Studies, he brought to the discussions quiet, thoughtful and wise counsel.
He was one of those to whom colleagues would listen. I have much to be grateful to him in the last
role when I was Head of Department. Like John Garratt he gave me invaluable advice and
prevented me making many a mistake.
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He was also a wise counsellor to his students long before the days of professional counselling and
he was particularly outstanding to those in real trouble and he seemed to have more than his fair
share of those. He used to share his thoughts with me on some of the more intractable problems
and I always admired his handling of them. Many a student owe their degree to his unstinting care.
My last memory of Graham was of him serving in a charity shop in Goodramgate with all the same
courtesy and care as he exhibited as Chairman of the Board of Studies. The little old man buying
some cards had the same attention as the Vice-Chancellor might have expected at a University
meeting.
And the first? At his interview. For some reason that I forget, it was held in our Head of Department’s
room. Dick Norman had arranged his room with easy chairs around a table, which I suspect was a
very different setting than Graham might have expected. There were the Vice-Chancellor and, I
think, the Deputy Vice-Chancellor and a couple of us from the Department. Dick arranged for the
Vice-Chancellor, Lord James, to lead the questions. Eric James had a formidable reputation and still
remains the most famous Headmaster since WWII and was well known to the public and to Graham,
having appeared on such radio programmes as the Brains Trust. He was naughty for he would
profess to know only a little chemistry (he was a polymath but his PhD at Oxford was in Chemistry)
and he asked Graham his standard question, to explain his research in very simple terms to a
layman. It is a good question as it does give one a feel for the ability to understand how a weaker
student might be taught. Graham gave a masterly sketch, terribly difficult to do for anyone, let alone
for a theoretical chemist. Then James asked him his usual follow up question, ‘Tell me Dr Doggett,
why should the taxpayer support this?’ Most answer the question by waffling about the value of
knowledge for its own sake to which James would say, ‘”We don’t not know how many bricks were
used to build Heslington Hall. Should we get a grant to solve this?’ Graham looked at him and
replied ‘Yes, that troubles me’ and after a pause ‘I think that I can only justify it to them by saying
that I honestly think that it will help my students to think through a difficult problem and keep to it’.
James smiled. Graham had passed the most difficult test in the interview.
Graham exhibited those three ideals that St Paul writes about, faith, hope and charity and, Graham
gave the last to everyone that he worked with, students and colleagues alike.
In the 1990’s Graham co-authored the Mathematics for Chemistry text book with Brian Sutcliffe, a
text which provided a mainstay for the maths teaching in the department for a decade.
Subsequently, he teamed up with Martin Cockett, who had been recruited to the maths teaching
team shortly after joining the department in 1996 and, with him, produced a new Maths for Chemists
text in two volumes as part of the RSC Tutorial Chemistry Text series.
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Martin Cockett writes:
Graham was my mentor when I first came to York and was very kind to me as I ventured into my first
shaky experiences of teaching as a new university lecturer. We came to know each other very well
both through the teaching of the maths course but also during the extended process of writing the
first edition of the Maths for Chemists text book. Although I have only been in somewhat intermittent
contact with Graham over the past few years, most recently during the writing of the second edition
of the book, I will miss him greatly.
Graham’s final Ph.D. student at York was Fred Manby, an undergraduate student who had been
admitted to the undergraduate Chemistry course without a Maths A-level qualification. It is a
testament to Graham’s supervision that Fred navigated his way very successfully through a
theoretical Ph.D. and is now a Chair of Theoretical Chemistry at the University of Bristol.
Fred writes:
I was Graham's last PhD student. He and I had coffee (usually with a scone) every morning, Monday
to Friday, and discussed theory and scribbled equations. He was generous with his time in another
sense, too: he was willing to provide the room for me to get everything hopelessly wrong, and learn
from the experience of fixing it. Working with Graham was tremendous fun. He seemed unphased by
anything we graduate students got up to, remaining calm even when we were caught trying to cool
down the office one summer by pouring a stream of liquid nitrogen into an electric fan. Graham was
a tremendous PhD supervisor, and his commitment to science, and to training scientists, has played
a huge role in my own career, and in the careers of many of my predecessors.
Graham retired somewhat prematurely in 2004 following the diagnosis of a degenerative illness and
struggled bravely for a decade with his illness before his death in January 2015.

Now to John Garratt - who was an academic in an
unorthodox and what now seems bygone mould. John
followed a Natural Sciences degree at Cambridge with
graduate work in agricultural research (at Shell, Sittingbourne)
and diabetes at Guy’s Hospital. He was a founder member of
the Chemistry Department, was closely involved with Dick
Norman, David Waddington and Brian Sutcliffe in its design
and delivery, and, in particular in initiating many of the
features we take for granted-including its philosophy and
practice in the teaching of students.
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Bruce Gilbert and David Waddington provide more detailed commentaries below, but his main
passion was in teaching – initially in ensuring Chemistry undergraduates at York understood biology
and biochemistry and through the 70s and 80s being the inspiration and leader behind the
innovative courses on the chemical industry and then the environment. He was also a strong
advocate of the initiative that brought Guy and Eleanor Dodson to York in the mid 1970s. These
broad interests and initiatives have left a real legacy for York – the developments provided the seed
environment for some of the leading research groups in the Department today in structural biology
and environmental science.
On a more personal level, Rod Hubbard writes:
John was a powerful influence on my early development as a scientist and academic. His often
mischievous but always engaging approach to undergraduate teaching stimulated my interest in the
biological side of chemistry; my DPhil (1977-80) under his supervision was an amazing time. The
project was based on a false premise and the results negative, but that didn’t matter. John gave me
the space and opportunity to find out what I was interested in and good at – and importantly he
instilled in me an approach to research which I hope I have maintained to this day. Yes, the results
do matter, but what is most important is the way in which you approach the work.
This enthusiasm was also clear as he moved into other areas of teaching (the environmental side)
and his passion for Dexter cattle – in retirement he was President of the Dexter Cattle society. I
don’t think the Teaching Labs quite recovered from his chicken growing experiments (comparing
energy conversion in battery and bantam hens) and I have great memories of moving from a
morning in the lab to a bucolic afternoon in the Elvington sunshine, stacking hay bales and herding
cows. Wonderful.
I last saw John at the service after Guy Dodson’s funeral nearly two years ago. There was little
evidence of the passing of years since I had seen him and the Garratt twinkle was still very evident.
David Waddington writes:
Dick Norman, our founding Head of Department was determined to ensure that our course fulfilled
the dreams of the founders of the University, breadth with true scholarship. The breadth would only
be assured if we could find really able scholars and teachers in theoretical and biological chemistry,
so often regarded then, if at all, as fringe optional subjects for advanced courses, for they would
have to teach in the main stream of the course, even in the first year, a revolution in thinking. He
alighted upon Brian Sutcliffe for the former and John Garratt for the latter. But John was undecided
and recently he reminded me that Dick suggested that he should meet me before making a decision.
He and Pat came to dinner with Isobel and me in our house at Wellington in the summer of 1963
(two years before we all came up to York) and, if that meal really had anything to do with the
decision, then it was a very good investment.
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However, John led us to think in even more radical terms, and under his influence the course was
broadened over the years to include industrial chemistry, technological economics, pharmaceutical
chemistry and the environment, something that is now taken for granted. This breadth perhaps came
from his early experiences - it is worth noting that John was the only person recruited in our first
years who had had any experience of work outside the university environment, being a research
scientist with Shell in their Sittingbourne laboratories.
His passion for teaching was fundamental to his whole way of thinking. There is a paper he prepared
for the very first Board of Studies meeting, a full year before we admitted the first student, in which
he questions the very foundation of the then conventional approach of teaching chemistry, in which
he emphasised the importance of what we later called transferable skills.
John’s interests in education were manifold. We read elsewhere in these notes of his passionate
interest in teaching undergraduates and graduates and his brilliant Editorship of Chemistry Review
but he was also a founding member of the University of York Science Education Group and the
Chemical Industry Education Centre, both based in the Department of Chemistry and, both of which
quickly established a national and international reputation. John’s trenchant approach to discussions
and his writing abilities were highly esteemed and he was in demand overseas as well as here.
We were colleagues for nearly 40 years and I owe him an immense debt. At the time of the
introduction of our major innovative course in Industrial Chemistry in the early 70s which he had
fashioned, I was Chairman of the Board of Studies and it was his steadfast support and help in the
detailed arguments that helped me steer it through. Later when I was in my early years as Head of
Department, he gave me much helpful advice as Chairman of the Board. Once a decision had been
made he showed unswerving loyalty.
The Department has been blessed with many very able and devoted members and John is one of
the most important of them in terms of its development. And he managed this with warmth,
imagination, a passion which sometimes exploded when we pygmies could not grasp his arguments,
never self-seeking, with everything being accompanied by an intellectual honesty and rigour.
Tony Wilkinson writes:
John was very much a force behind Course 4 which was associated with my appointment as a
Lecturer in Chemistry. In those days it was called Chemistry, Life Systems and Pharmaceuticals,
though I think Guy Dodson and John playfully discussed calling it the Chemistry of Death. John was
generous with this time and very supportive of me in my early years in York. He loved the whole
teaching and scholarship thing and he relished discussing approaches to teaching which he viewed
as a process of ‘enabling learning’ on the part of the student. He was always thinking of imaginative
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ways to communicate principles to students and of testing the extent to which they had been
understood – at the same time he railed against the rote-learning of facts. He was challenging and
provocative as well as kind and ingenuous. In many ways he defined term 'colleague' for me.
Brian Sutcliffe comments:
As far as I am concerned his big things were Course 2 (management and industry) and Course 3
(environment). He really started both of them off and was keen to see them succeed. He was kind
enough to involve me in both of them and I am grateful indeed.
He also involved me in two of his "philosophical conversations" with which he entertained visiting
groups of teachers. He also joined with me in writing a sharp letter of reproach to the THES! Of
course I was rather far from his specialism and indeed the only thing that I remember of it was that
he told me that he used to emphasise to his students that "a rabbit is not just a furry test-tube!" He
maintained that his maths was too poor to follow my specialism. I am sure he was too modest.
As far as teaching was concerned, when I saw Alan Bennett's "The History Boys" and "Hector"
appeared I thought "Just like John, teach by indirection and provocation." It wouldn't be popular now
but I am sure that the approach had a good effect on many.
Nigel Lowe writes:
I came to York to work with John towards the end of his time here, initially employed on a 1-year
project developing ideas that subsequently became the Department's group exercises. That I find
myself here 17 years later is largely a consequence of his influence on the Department not only in
establishing curriculum development within HE chemistry (something he did locally, nationally and
internationally to great effect) but also in championing me personally. This took the form of
numerous letters to Heads of Department (Bruce will remember them!) and artful approaches to
generating external funding. He was the inspiration of, and momentum behind, many of the holistic
approaches to teaching chemistry in York that were to become mainstream elsewhere only in the
post-Dearing days of the Higher Education Academy and the onset of fees. Thanks in no small part
to him, Chemistry in York introduced employability long before the word was invented!
John was easily infuriated and could be infuriating perhaps as a result (though he would be
meticulous in looking for a causal link before committing to that!). It would be easy to mistake his
indignation for arrogance, as I did at an RSC meeting in London where his public response to an
innocently offered suggestion was that he'd said the same thing himself 15 years previously. It was
only once I knew John better that I realised that he wasn't trying to steal someone else's thunder by
making this interjection but was trying to move the debate on from what was already known (and
published) to something more constructive. If there was an irascibility in the way he did this it was
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because he felt that everyone should be aware of the background literature in chemical education in
the same way they would be familiar with it in their area of chemistry research expertise. Attending
meetings with John could be a hazardous occupation, not only because of the 'guilt by association',
being alongside the meeting's most outspoken though deeply respected contributor, but also
because his ability to drive and participate in high-level debate at the same time occasionally saw his
driving come out the loser! 'Merseytravel' may still be trying to trace the driver of a Discovery that
clipped one of their buses on a journey through Liverpool city centre. I am told that the bus stopped
but John didn't, neither speaking nor driving!
John and his wife, Pat, farmed Dexter cattle in Elvington throughout his time as a full-time academic
in Chemistry and it was to farming that he 'retired' when they moved to W. Sussex in 2000. His
Christmas letters were full of bucolic charm but any sense that the irascible John had mellowed with
age was immediately dispelled when you read his opinions on DEFRA! His latest card confirmed
amusingly that, yes, he was going to complain about the weather even though it has been an
unusually mild winter so far; it was the prerogative of being a farmer. There will be few farmers quite
like him.
Bruce Gilbert provides a longer biography on John and his thoughts:
John was a biochemist by training (though more truly a polymath); after National Service he had
studied Natural Sciences at Cambridge, followed by agricultural research at Shell Sittingbourne and
a part-time PhD on diabetes in the Department of Medicine at Guy’s Hospital. He taught
biochemistry to our first-year undergraduate intake (and those that followed), strongly influenced the
design of the York (joint) Biochemistry course, and was passionate the vision which defined the
innovative breadth of the Chemistry to be taught; he championed the incorporation into the course of
projects, essays, and options as important tools for the motivation and teaching of students, and he
left no-one (staff or students) in any doubt as to the importance of clear thinking and expression.
After initiating and running a highly imaginative and successful three-day Industrial Symposium for
our students (which aimed to get them thinking about the range of jobs available to chemists, how
to scale-up lab processes, and how to evaluate the economics of a manufacturing process), he was
instrumental (with David Waddington, and Brian Sutcliffe) in designing and then launching (with John
McIntyre and David Rowe) a new course, Chemistry, Management and Industry (now Course 2),
and suggested, an idea which was quickly adopted, the provision of vacation placements in industry.
This was closely followed by John’s next bright idea and commitment; the launch of Course 3
(Chemistry Resources and the Environment). By now, John was a dynamic and imaginative
Chairman of the Board-and equally influential as Chair of our Teaching Committee, and persuaded
the Board to break up our ‘specialist’ material into 30-lecture units (with workshops, visits and group
exercises) in a way which enabled students to select from a wide range of options to broaden their
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interests (the foundation of the present course). With Pat Bailey he then persuaded the Board to
offer the new and popular course Chemistry with Life Systems and Pharmaceuticals.
John, who was also a formidable contributor to many University committees and working groups,
devoted himself to enhancing the learning experience (and performance) of students in a remarkable
variety of ways, including providing his Guide to Writing, his Lunch-time Seminars for staff and
students, creating our first examples of computer-based learning programmes, urging the Board to
develop an integrated approach to lectures, and practicals (including the adoption of the 3-week unit
system), and his strong support of development of imaginative teaching (and assessment) in
projects, essays and group exercises.
His legacy is very much traceable from the teaching structure and approaches which characterize
the Department today, and, especially, through the success of the Chemistry Review magazine for A
-level chemists, run from the Department, and for which he was the founding editor for many years.
That, in itself, is a most

eloquent and appropriate epitaph-together with the recognition of his

leadership and influence reflected in the award of the Royal Society of Chemistry’s prestigious
Nyholm Prize for Education in 1997.

GCCE Strategic Company Partner Granted AUD$1.45m Grant to
Support Scale Up of Clean Technology to Demonstration Plant
Circa Group Pty Ltd a strategic company partner of the Green Chemistry
Centre of Excellence has been awarded AUD$1.45 million to build a
demonstration plant to manufacture Cyrene a new bio-based solvent
discovered by GCCE. Cyrene is currently in trials with tier 1
pharmaceutical and agrochemical companies in Europe and North America.
Increasing regulatory pressures are forcing companies to replace many traditional solvents used in
manufacturing processes, and Cyrene is recognised as one of few new alternatives coming to
market. It is also showing considerable promise as a solvent in the manufacture of graphene. Having
commissioned its fourth generation pilot plant mid 2014, these successful international market trials
are providing the confidence to move forward with investment for this next stage manufacturing
facility.
“The opportunities being commercialised in the non-energy, cellulose based renewables sector
around the world are considerable, happening now, and in many cases are complementary to
traditional forest and farming industries”, commented Circa CEO Tony Duncan. “Circa is particularly
delighted with its strategic partnership with the Green Chemistry Centre of Excellence to develop
Cyrene our flagship biobased solvent”.
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New GC Column
The Chromatography Service has just received a new CD
PLOT U capillary GC column! In PLOT columns the
conventional layer of ‘liquid’ that coats the column walls is
replaced with a layer of porous polymer particles fixed to the
framework of fused silica. This provides enhanced reproducibility, resolution and stability when
analysing smaller volatile compounds compared with traditional WCOT columns.
Our new CD PLOT U column lies at the ‘very polar’ end of the column polarity scale and is ideal for
aqueous samples. It has a good range of applications due to its unique retention characteristics,
eluting both polar and non-polar compounds. This column is particularly good for the analysis of
alcohols, ketones and aldehydes, and also useful for nitriles and nitro- compounds, ethane/
ethylene, sulfur gases and the ppm detection of water.
Using water as a solvent can be problematic when it comes to analysis, and not only in Gas
Chromatography. This column provides you with an excellent research tool if you want quick, simple
analysis of your aqueous samples. For details on how you can access the HP6890 to use this new
column, or any of our other GC columns, email chem-chroma@york.ac.uk.
The Chromatography Service

And the Winner is..!
Many thanks to everyone who submitted an entry to design a logo for the new Departmental
Chromatography Service. We have been impressed at the quality and imagination of the entries.
Sadly there can only be only one winner – our congratulations to Katy Holiday who has won a bottle
of New Zealand Sauvignon Blanc. Here is her winning design.
Once again, thank you to everyone who entered, we hope you had fun doing it!
The Chromatography Service
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C-H Bond Activation Chemists on the Road
Many researchers from across the Department participated in the first C-H bond functionalisation
conference at Leicester University in late January 2015, organised by Profs. Dai Davies and Stuart
MacGregor. The conference was supported by EPSRC, where Dai and Stuart had proposed having
the meeting at the end of a project grant to improve the impact of the work going on in the area of CH bond functionalisation chemistry across the UK, and beyond.
The invited speakers included Profs. Lutz Ackermann (Göttingen, Germany), Hon Lam (Nottingham)
and Igor Larrosa (Manchester), in addition to invited PhD students, one of whom was Alan Reay
from the Fairlamb group. Alan spoke about his work on the C-H bond functionalisation of tryptophan
derivatives and peptides using room temperature Pd-mediated cross-coupling chemistry. Several
PhD students presented posters at the
conference, with Lyndsay Ledingham
from the Fairlamb / Macquarrie groups
winning first prize for her poster titled
“Palladium-catalysed
direct

arylation

intramolecular

reactions

phenanthridinones:

a

affording

mechanistic

examination”. Congratulations Lyndsay!

Left: Lyndsay collecting her poster
prize from Prof. Lutz Ackermann.

New Starters
Dr Daniel Raines, PDRA working with Dr Anne Duhme-Klair and Prof Keith Wilson
Room Number: E002/E014; Extension Number: 4547; Email: daniel.raines@york.ac.uk
Dr Esther Johnston, PDRA working with Prof Paul Walton and Prof Gideon Davies
Room Number: E002; Extension: 4587; Email: esther.johnston@york.ac.uk
Dr Ian George, PDRA working with Dr Paul Clarke
Room Number: D114; Extension: 2588; Email: ian.george@york.ac.uk
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CIEC Workshops Were Particularly Welcome at the Association
of Science Education (ASE) Annual Conference This Year
Jelly baby ‘people’ being loaded onto their ‘boat’ before undertaking a boat trip!

Joy Parvin, Jenny Harvey and Nicky Waller represented CIEC at the ASE annual conference in
Reading early in January.
The ASE conference is the major science education conference of the year and is attended by huge
numbers of teachers and providers involved in science education.
All three workshops were attended by record numbers who, this year, were particularly keen to find
primary science resources with links to the new curriculum. The fact that all CIEC resources are
context based in industry and use satisfying hands on science activities to teach primary science
ensures their continuing popularity.
Some of the comments made by teachers who were trying out the children’s activities included:
“I can’t wait to start using your resources”
“That was just what I needed”
“It is great to have a session focusing on the younger primary aged children”
“Oh, I'm going to tweet about that now”
Nicky Waller commented after her talk, “Teachers loved the fact we had produced documents
showing where all our resources link to the new curriculum and also I talked to a few about the
Working Scientifically grids and posters which will be printed for use soon - they were extremely
keen to see these on our new website.”
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Equality and Diversity Group
The Chemistry Department’s Athena SWAN Working Group has been re-named the Equality and
Diversity Group, in order better to reflect the group’s focus on the wider issues of equality and
inclusivity in the Department. The group’s terms of reference have been revised and these and
previous minutes of the meetings can be found on the website at: http://www.york.ac.uk/chemistry/
internal/staffinfo/committees/aswanworkgrp/
If anyone would like to attend an Equality and Diversity meeting and find out more about the
activities in this area then please contact Helen Coombs (helen.coombs@york.ac.uk)
At the January meeting, issues related to the Athena SWAN Gold re-submission were discussed as
well as the Pay Gap Data recently circulated to all staff and Performance Review matters.

‘A Mixed Day’ by Emma Dux
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